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Abstract

This article presents an empirical study of the relationship between politicians and journalists in three European countries. Based on a survey among political journalists and Members of Parliament in Belgium, Norway and Sweden we ask how “intimate” the relationship between these two groups really is, and if the informality of the relationship also influences the image they have of one another. Our study shows that the degree of informality differs significantly between the three countries, where the Swedes have less informal contact. We believe this country difference can be mainly attributed to the higher degree of political professionalisation. Unlike Nimmo (1964) our analysis does not suggest that the more informal the relationship is, the less suspicious journalists or politicians are towards the other group. Rather our results seem to show that trust and suspicion go hand in hand.
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Introduction

The relationship between politicians and journalists is characterised by mutual dependence (Mancini 1993; Neveu and Kuhn 2002). The modern politician needs the news media to get his message across and to reach out to voters and colleagues. The political journalist needs to know what is going on in the world of politics, needs this information fast and prefers to have it first-hand. This marriage de raison is most often portrayed as a dance, a tango even with almost intimate interactions between both partners (Gans 1979). Some authors go even a step further and talk about (strange) bedfellows (Rosenstiel 1993) or call the relationship boldly incestuous (Charron 1994).

Unfortunately, these metaphors are seldom made concrete, or at least not in a systematic comparative way. A long tradition of studies in political communication (e.g. Nimmo 1964; Cook 1998; Sellers 2010), media sociology (e.g. Sigal 1973; Ericson et al. 1989) and case studies of journalists (e.g. Crouse 1974; Rosenstiel 1993; Jones 1995) have given us in depth insight in how the bargaining process of news and information takes place, but these studies almost always focus on how (political) journalists deal with politicians in a certain country. Because of the Anglo-American bias of this literature far less is known about this relationship in other countries than the US and the UK (for an exception see Strömback and Nord 2006), and hardly anything is known on how the relationship differs between countries. A comparative perspective should offer more insight in the antecedents of the intimate relationship between journalists and politicians, as well as it consequences.

We believe it is important to focus on the intimate nature of the relationship because the interactions between journalists and politicians are hardly guided by formal rules or institutions. This is not to say that there are no “rules of the game” but rather that the behaviour of both journalists and politicians is guided by informal rules and negotiable agreements. Scholars who would only focus on the more formal aspects (e.g. media policy) or public interactions (e.g. press conferences) miss the overall insight in the power relationship.

In this article we will focus on the degree of informality of the relationship between politicians and journalists in three European countries (Belgium, Norway and Sweden). The first more descriptive part is guided by two basic questions. How “intimate” is the relationship between politicians and journalists in three European countries? And how can differences between the “similar” countries be explained? The second part of the article focuses on the consequences of this informality on the perceptions of politicians and journalists on the (power) relationship. Does the informality of the relationship also influence the image they have of one another? Or put differently: Does a more informal relation also lead to a more positive and less suspicious perception of the other?

Our analyses are based on a survey among political journalists and Members of Parliament in Belgium, Norway and Sweden. As these three countries are considered as belonging to the Democratic Corporatist model of political media systems (Hallin and Mancini 2004) we expect the differences in the relationship to be limited, however not absent. Mainly because of a higher degree of political professionalisation in Sweden, where spokespeople to a larger degree act as mediators, we expect the relationship to be more formal in the Swedish case than in Norway and Belgium.
The features of the political media system in the three countries under study will be discussed later. To measure the informality of the relationship between politicians and journalists we use four different indicators: the frequency of informal contacts such as lunches, whether one has friends among the other group, how often one asks or gives advice to members of the other group, and whether one exchanges personal phone numbers. All four indicators refer to the reported behaviour of both journalists and politicians, going beyond the perceptions, orientations and values that are used in earlier research (e.g. Pfetsch 2001). Before discussing our research design more in detail, we will theoretically elaborate on the nature and importance of the close relationship between journalists and politicians.

Theoretical Perspectives on the Relationship between Politicians and Journalists

Studying the Relationship between Politicians and Journalists. The relationship between media and politics has been studied by different scholars from different theoretical perspectives. In general, we can distinguish between a system level approach and an actor approach (Van Aelst et al. 2008). A system level perspective sees the relationship as determined by structures and system properties, rather than a relation between individuals or groups. Structuralist theories focus on impersonal mechanisms that bias the political process or news production without necessarily requiring intervention by any particular action (e.g. Thompson 1995). For instance the indexing theory that argues a dominance of elite sources in the news, can be considered an overriding principle that structures how journalists select political sources (Benne/g308 et al. 2007). An actor approach on the contrary places the individual actors, journalist and politicians, at the centre stage. Following the work of Dahl (1998) and others this approach focuses on resources, and even more on interaction. The central idea is that both the work of politicians and journalists is influenced by mutual perceptions and interactions.

Without questioning the structural approach we believe in the added value of studying media and politics from an actor approach for mainly three reasons. First, the daily interactions between journalists and politicians have at least potentially a direct impact on both news making and law making. A study on the interactions between both groups can be seen as first step to better understand these effects (Cook 1998, 13). It might for instance explain why a party got their issue higher on the media agenda or was able to promote their version of the facts (e.g. Sellers 2010). Second, the interactions can provide us with additional information on the democratic role of the media. Of course the independence of the media towards politics is a structural feature of a media system rooted in a broader perspective on media and democracy (Ferree et al. 2002), but an actor approach may be used as a sort of “reality check.” In many countries, including Western democracies such as contemporary France (Kuhn 2010), the actual political independence of the media is stronger on paper than in daily practice. The third and perhaps most fundamental reason to study the interactions between politicians and journalists is that they shape or at least influence the construction of the political arena itself. This is what Davis (2009) has labelled “the social construction” paradigm. He argues that political journalists have become a natural part of how politics works and that this influences how politicians think and act. Because both groups operate in the same...
networks or subsystems journalists influence, often unconsciously, all aspects of political life, ranging from policy debates to the rise and fall of individual political careers. The fact that politicians ever more “pro-actively” adapt to the media and its logic (Strömbäck 2008) makes it more difficult to measure media influence and increases the value of studying the daily interactions of both groups.

A Typology of Interactions: Between Harmony and Conflict. Because both journalist and politicians have something to gain by interaction their relationship is often depicted as one of interdependence, exchange, and mutual benefits. At the same time the relationship is inherently guided by tension and conflict (Blumler and Gurevitch 1981). Both partners often disagree on what is considered newsworthy and how it should be reported. Politicians not only look for media attention but also like to stay in control, and consider journalists as too “active” or interpretative in portraying their person or message. Journalists on the other hand often feel used by strategic politicians and their spin doctors in their efforts to communicate with the public or colleagues. Trust and distrust, or love and hate seem both natural parts of the relationship. This has always been the case. In his study of US press-government relations more than 45 years ago, Nimmo (1964) distinguished between three kinds of patterns in the relationship, referring to different degrees of harmony. The relationship can range from cooperative, characterised by common goals and low conflict, over compatible with increasing tensions, to competitive guided by mutual suspicion and mistrust. Although this typology is useful it remains difficult how to determine which pattern is most applicable for the relationship in a certain place and time.

One the basis of public statements of leading politicians and journalists, complaining about how they trouble each other’s work, one would be inclined to see the relationship as one of competition. However, behind the surface both partners routinely keep on working in good understanding and cooperation (Kumar and Jones 2005). Therefore, we believe it is important to go beyond the statements of both actors and also look at their contacts and interactions. According to Nimmo (1964, 211-213) each pattern was accompanied by a specific process of interaction. In the cooperative environment the interaction between journalists and politicians (and their spokespersons) is continuous and informal, making more formal forms of interactions such as news conferences and prearranged interviews needless. In the compatible pattern the interaction is more formalised along interviews and press conferences, and unstructured forms of contact are still possible, but less common. In a competitive environment interaction is less frequent and almost always conflicting as journalist and politicians question the value of the interaction.

Benefits and Drawbacks of an Intimate Relationship. It is clear that both partners will benefit from the cooperative pattern characterised by a high degree of informality. This being said, a very close relation might also create problems and raise normative questions. We will briefly discuss advantages and disadvantages of the cooperative model. For political journalists it means having easy and fast access to political information that on the basis of the trust in the relationship can be considered as highly reliable (Donsbach and Patterson 2004). Furthermore, the journalist often receives not only information about policy outcomes and plans, but also on how these were established. The journalist becomes
a first-hand observer of political “behind the scenes” struggles and intrigues. This kind of information becomes more important as media devote more attention to personal struggles and even the private life of politicians (Langer 2010).

For politicians the cooperative context offers plenty and easy ways of communicating their message and seeking electoral support. Additionally, close contacts with journalists offer also less evident resources such as the rich information about the political process journalists carry with them. Particularly, for politicians that are located further from the internal party decision-making process, as many MPs are, this information is useful (Van Aelst et al. 2010). Another gratification for politicians to interact with journalists is because they can be considered as experts in the political communication process. Many journalists have a long career in political reporting which makes their advice of high value for politicians (Cook 1998; Davis 2007). Davis (2009, 211) showed that British politicians obtained advise from journalist on the basis of friendships or as part of the professional exchange process: trading information for advice instead of publicity.

Besides these clear benefits, an intimate relationship can have some drawbacks or at least lead to normative questions. This is certainly the case for journalists, who are supposed to be politically independent and keep their source at a certain distance in order to perform their role as a public watchdog (Schudson 2003). The extent to which politicians can be held to account by journalists is seen as being negatively correlated with being too intimate. In his study on journalists covering EU politics, Baisnée (2002, 122) reports that especially journalists who aim to do investigative reporting deliberately keep personal distance from their sources and refuse “to dine with officials and develop friendship.” The so called adversary model even expects that journalists should be somewhat hostile towards politicians to avoid being “in their pockets” (Blumler and Gurevitch 1981). For politicians intimate relations seem to raise less normative objections, but can nonetheless hinder the political process. Certainly in context of coalition governments, political agreements are the results of delicate compromises and secret negotiations. A close and informal relation with journalists makes it more difficult to maintain the necessary secrecy. Particularly by leaking information, politicians can improve their personal relationship with the receiver of the “scoop,” but at the same time damage the trust among his or her fellow political actors (Jones 2006).

Press Politics Relations in Democratic Corporatist Countries

According to Hallin and Mancini (2004) Belgium, Norway and Sweden belong to the so called democratic corporatist model of media and politics characterised by three “co-existences” (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 144-5). The first co-existence relates to a high degree of political parallelism – that is, the tendency for the media to express and reflect political or social divisions in society – co-existing with a strongly developed mass circulation press. Second, a high level of political parallelism has co-existed with a high level of journalistic professionalisation. Third, a strong tradition of freedom of the press has co-existed with active welfare state policies and interventions in the media sector. Some of these co-existences are still in existence, even though the news media no longer reflect political and social divisions to the same extent as was previously the case (Allern 2007).
During the party press era, politicians were often recruited as journalists and editors and vice versa, and the same people were active simultaneously in both arenas. The depolarisation of the press in these countries coincided with a professionalisation of journalism, and most newspapers ended their formal ties with the parties during the 1970s and the 1980s. However, the informal ties between politicians and journalists that were part of the political parallelism tradition in these democratic corporatist countries were not abolished. Political journalists rather tried to broaden their informal contacts to politicians not belonging to their traditional political family (Van Aelst 2007; Østbye and Aalberg 2008).

Another similar feature of the three countries under study is the dominant position of the public broadcaster. In all three countries the recent market share of Public Broadcasting channels ranges between 38 and 44 percent (Aalberg et al. 2010). When it comes to the mass circulation press it must be considered very strong in Sweden and Norway, which are among the leading countries in the world, and more moderate in Belgium (Hallin and Mancini 2004, 23).

With regard to the political system, all three countries are parliamentary democracies with multi-party and proportional electoral systems, where voters choose between party ballots. Thus, all countries are party-centred as opposed to candidate centred, and have a tradition of strong parties and little room for individual MPs to go against the party line (Laver and Schofield 1998). This is true, even though voters in all countries can express their preference for a candidate. Coalition or minority governments are the rule and single-party governments based on a parliamentary majority are the exception. Furthermore, the number of relevant parties and the high degree of fragmentation of the parties in the respective parliaments are very similar (Klingemann 2005, 36-7). To sum up, all three countries have a complex political institutional setting with little room for MPs to play an independent role. As a consequence we might expect that political journalists have little incentives to invest in informal relationships with MPs, but rather focus their attention on Cabinet Ministers and party leaders. On the other hand the parliaments of the countries under study all provide services or institutions in or around the parliament to facilitate the interaction process between journalists and politicians. It concerns both places in the parliament where journalists are able to work and invite politicians for interviews or more informal places as bars and restaurants.

Although this discussion is by no means exhaustive, it shows that it is reasonable to treat Belgium, Norway and Sweden as similar cases. However, this does not mean that variations between these countries do not exist. Following the experimental similar systems design (Wirth and Kolb 2004) we will focus on one important country difference: the degree of political professionalisation. The concept of professionalisation is frequently and freely used in political communication literature, often meaning different things. It is used to refer to both the changing process of campaigning and dealing with the media, as well as to the actual “professionals” who have a specific expertise in this process (Negrine and Lilleker 2002). In the context of this study we define professionalisation as the degree to which the interaction process between political journalists and MPs is “mediated,” meaning that a spokesperson or other employee of the MP is responsible for communicating with the press. Contrary to the US were most Congress Members rely since decennia on a full time press secretary (Cook 1989, 72), this is not (yet) the norm in most European countries. Our data show that in Belgium
only 17 percent of MPs has a personal assistant to deal with the media, in Norway this is somewhat higher (28 percent), but hardly comparable with the 80 percent of the Swedish MPs that has personal support for interaction with the media (see also Van Aelst et al. 2010). We believe that such a “go-between” would lead to a less informal relationship between journalists and politicians, because journalists will have frequent interactions with the personal spokespersons of MPs rather than with the MPs themselves. At least a British study showed that journalists have to go more than in the past through the press office or spokesperson to get in contact with an MP, and that these employees often have informal meetings with journalists as part of the politicians’ media strategy (Barnett and Gaber 2001, 97-99). Of course this does not imply that MPs with a spokesperson don’t interact themselves with journalists anymore, but rather that the general interaction culture is more mediated and less personalised.

Research Design

To study the interaction process between politicians and journalists a survey was conducted among Members of Parliament and (political) journalists in Belgium (Flanders),5 Norway and Sweden. Surveys among MPs (e.g. Thomassen and Andeweg 2004; Thomassen and Esaïasson 2006) or journalists (e.g. Weaver 1998; Donsbach and Patterson 2004) are a common research technique, but as far as we know only a limited number of studies have questioned politicians and journalists simultaneously about their actual interactions and mutual perceptions (Larsson 2002; Strömback and Nord 2006; Van Aelst et al. 2008; Davis 2009).

In the three countries the data were gathered in a similar way between 2006 and 2008.6 All Members of Parliament were surveyed using a written questionnaire that could be filled out on paper or online (Sweden relied on paper only). Each questionnaire was slightly adapted to the national context, but the core questions remained identical. Special care was given to a perfect translation of the questions. In all countries several reminders were used to increase the response rate. This resulted in a satisfactory response rate of approximately 50 percent among Norwegian and Swedish MPs, and 85 percent among Belgian MPs. The higher response rate in Belgium is mainly the consequence of the fact that researchers visited the parliament and personally contacted the MPs who had not yet responded. It is important to note that in all countries the response among parties reflected almost perfectly their strength in the parliament(s). The MPs who participated in our survey were not significantly different from the total population of MPs on age and gender.

In contrast with MPs, the group of journalists that cover domestic politics is less easy to define. Therefore we opted to include initially all beat journalists who cover the day-to-day work of government and parliament, as well as journalists who are specialised in a certain policy field, like environmental or economic policy. In a second step we only withheld those that report on political actors on a regular basis (3 or more articles). This selection was made on the basis of the following (filter) question: “In how many of the last ten articles / news items you made, was a party or politician of your country mentioned?” In the three countries, around half to two thirds of the contacted journalists yielded a useful questionnaire. To improve the comparability of journalists in all countries, we excluded those journalists who did not regularly deal with domestic politics and politicians. As a consequence, a number of questionnaires from journalists were deleted from the database used here (see Table 1).
Table 1: Sample Design for MPs and Journalists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Belgium</th>
<th>Norway</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response rate MPs</td>
<td>85 % (N=202)</td>
<td>51 % (N=87)</td>
<td>45 % (N=155)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate journalists</td>
<td>66 % (N=299)</td>
<td>57 % (N=228)</td>
<td>52 % (N=195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists with 3 or more articles about national political actors</td>
<td>54 % (N=165)</td>
<td>81 % (N=184)</td>
<td>62 % (N=120)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey among political journalists and MPs contained a wide variety of questions regarding their perception of and relationship with each other. In this article we will mainly use the questions that relate to informal contacts and the personal nature of the relationship as well as several items that tap into the dimension of suspicion and distrust.

To analyse the informality of the relationship between MPs and journalists we use four items that go beyond the more “public” forms of contact connected to the process of news making such as press conferences or interviews. The first asks how often they have lunch with members of the other group. The second item measures whether or not they ask or give members of the other group advice related to their work, whereas the third reveals whether or not they consider any member of the other group as friends. Finally, our fourth item indicates whether or not they give out their personal mobile phone number to members of the other group. The four items are not combined in one factor or scale because they touch upon different aspects of the broad and somewhat diffuse concept of informality. Instead we will analyse and discuss them separately.

A central aspect of this article is the relationship between mutual perceptions and actual behaviour. Does the informality of the relationship also influence the image they have of one another? In order to answer this question we use 6 questions that measure suspicion and distrust. Both journalists and MPs were asked to indicate how much they agreed or disagreed on a 5 point scale to the following statements: (1) The mass media have too much power, (2) The motivation that drives most political journalists is the desire to exercise political power themselves, (3) The main thing journalists are after these days is a sensational story that draws a large audience, (4) Politicians often use journalists by leaking information to them, (5) Politicians would do anything to get attention from the media, and finally (6) It’s more important for a politician to get coverage in the media than to work hard. Factor analysis confirmed that these 6 items loaded on two separate dimensions. The first factor can be said to measure suspicion towards political journalists and loaded between .76 and .81 (using varimax rotation). An index consisting of these three questions were constructed and a reliability test confirmed a satisfactory Cronbach’s alpha of 0.7. The three last items loaded on a factor that taps into suspicion towards politicians. Although the correlation between these three items was not as high as the first three questions, we also created an index to measure suspicion towards politicians. These three items loaded between .62 and .82 and received a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.6. The scale runs from 1 to 5 where high values indicate a high level of suspicion.
Results

The results will be discussed in two parts. First, we investigate whether the informality of the relationship differs between countries and between MPs and political journalists within the countries. In a second part, we will focus on the effect of the informality of the relationship on the mutual (mis)trust.

Degrees of Informality between Journalists and Politicians

The overall impression of Table 2 is that the relationship between MPs and journalists is more formal than informal. Although it is very common to exchange personal mobile phone numbers in all these countries, there is only a minority who can be said to have a rather informal relationship with members of the other group. In Norway and Belgium, between 16 to 36 percent of MPs and journalists meet for lunch at least on a monthly basis. Such a group is almost non-existent in Sweden. Moreover, there is only a small minority who often or sometimes ask members of the other group for advice about their work. A larger share, but still a minority, considers members of the other group friends.

The data presented in Table 2 show clear differences between Belgium, Norway and Sweden. If we consider friendships and exchange of personal phone numbers the Norwegians are indeed less formal than the Swedes and the Belgians. But Belgians are most informal when it comes to meeting for lunch and giving each other advice. For all four indicators the differences between Norway and Belgium on the one hand and Sweden on the other are significant, both for journalists and MPs. Only the percentage of Swedish MPs that consider journalists as their friends is similar to the situation in Belgium and Norway. We will come back to these outspoken country differences in our conclusion.

Table 2: Characteristics of Intimate Relationship between MPs and Political Journalists (in percent).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Belgium MP</th>
<th>Belgium Journalist</th>
<th>Norway MP</th>
<th>Norway Journalist</th>
<th>Sweden MP</th>
<th>Sweden Journalist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How often do they have lunch with members of the other group?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seldom</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPs: How often do you ask journalists for advice about your work?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seldom</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do they consider any member of the other group as friends?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do they give their personal mobile phone number to members of the other group?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest N</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Besides the country differences Table 2 shows another clear pattern, namely the systematic difference between MPs and journalists related to having friends among the other group. This difference holds across all the tree countries. Whereas a considerable minority (approximately 40 percent) of the MPs do admit that they have friends among members of the other group, fewer journalists seem to consider politicians as friends. The Swedish journalists are the least “friendly” (12 percent) while 23 and 26 percent of Belgian and Norwegian journalists admit that there are politicians that they would consider as friends. This finding is in line with the so called adversary model, that journalists prefer to be somewhat more hostile towards, or at least not friends with politicians, in order to avoid being “in their pockets” (Blumler and Gurevitch 1981). For the three other indicators of the informality the difference between journalists and politicians was not significant or at least not in all countries.8

Next to country variation and the difference between the two main players in the relationship we test whether there is variation within each group for two of our four indicators using a linear regression analysis.9 Table 3 shows that politicians with more parliamentary experience have more frequent lunch meetings with political journalists. This supports the idea that an informal relationship between politicians and journalists is gradually built up over time. A similar pattern is found among the political journalists where journalists who report more on domestic politics have more frequent lunch meetings with politicians than those who do not.

Table 3: Explaining Informal Behaviour Based on Country and Political Experience (unstandardised OLS regression coefficients with standard errors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country (Norway = ref. cat.)</th>
<th>Meeting for lunch</th>
<th>Asking/giving advice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>-.105</td>
<td>.350***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.084)</td>
<td>(.067)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>-.384***</td>
<td>-.200**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.074)</td>
<td>(.066)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political experience (Years in parliament)</td>
<td>.018**</td>
<td>-.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.006)</td>
<td>(.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalistic focus on domestic politics (# of political articles)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of contact (never to daily)</td>
<td>.252***</td>
<td>.160***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.035)</td>
<td>(.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.793</td>
<td>.467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(148)</td>
<td>(120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R²</td>
<td>.260</td>
<td>.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The two dependent variables are individual items. Meeting for lunch: Never=1, Seldom or monthly =2, Weekly =3, A few times a week=4, Almost every day=5. Asking advice: Never=1, Seldom=2, Sometimes=3, Often=4. Independent variables are categorised with the following values: Belgium=1, else =0. Sweden=1, else =0. Frequency of contact: Never=1, Once a month or less =2, A few times a month =3, A few times a week=4, Almost every day=5. Years in parliament: numeric ranging from 0 to 30 years. Number of political articles: numeric 3 to 10 (ln how many of your last 10 articles was a domestic politician mentioned). The data have been weighted so that MPs and journalists from all countries have the same number of respondents: N=150 for MPs, N=200 for journalists. ***P>.00, ** P>.01, * P>.05
so more occasionally. Probably those journalists that report not only on policy issues, but also on a daily basis about the political game itself benefit most from their frequent informal meetings with politicians. However, they are not asked more for their expert advice than their colleagues that focus less on the “politique policienne.” Not surprisingly more experienced politicians don’t ask for more (or less) advice to journalists.

Table 3 also confirms our earlier findings about country differences, with the Swedes being significantly less informal in their interactions. Also the differences between Norwegian and Belgian actors are often significant, with especially the Belgian political journalists being more informal than their Norwegian colleagues.

Finally we test whether there is a strong relationship between how frequently they meet members of the other group and the relationships degree of informality. It is not surprising that there is indeed a positive relationship between how often they have personal contact with members of the other group and the different forms of informal behaviour. The more often MPs and journalists have personal contact the more likely it is that they have lunch and that they give or receive advice. There seem to be no systematic pattern which indicates that personal contact has a stronger impact on informal behaviour among MPs compared to the behaviour of political journalists. There are however, a few distinct differences between the various countries when it comes to the strength of these relationships. Basically frequent contact matters more for informal behaviour in Belgium then it does in Sweden, but also in Norway.

Relationship between Informality and Suspicion

Let us turn now to the relationship between informal behaviour and perceptions of suspicion and distrust. The framework of Nimmo (1964) suggests that the more informal the relationship is the less suspicious they would be towards the other group. In order to investigate the impact of an informal relationship on perceptions of suspicion and distrust we ran two multivariate regression analyses. The first with “suspicion of journalists index” as dependent variable, and the second with the index measuring suspicion towards politicians. The results are presented in Table 4.

There are not particularly large differences between the countries, with the exceptions of Belgians being considerably more suspicious or critical towards politicians’ behaviour (see also Van Aelst et al. 2008). Generally both the Swedes and the Belgians seem to be somewhat more critical towards both groups compared to the Norwegians (who are treated as the reference category). Not surprisingly we also find that politicians are much more suspicious of media and journalists than what the journalists themselves are. Similarly, journalists are more suspicious and critical towards the politicians’ behaviour compared to what politicians themselves are. Although there is a negative relationship between meeting for lunch and the degree of suspicion (the more often you meet for lunch the less suspicious you are), the general picture is rather that more informal does not lead to more trust. First of all there is no significant effect of having friends among members of the other group or exchanging personal mobile phone numbers. Those who have friends and give out their mobile phone number are just as suspicious as those who do not have friends among members of the other group or those who do not
share their mobile phone number. Furthermore, there is actually a significant and positive relationship between how often they ask or give advice to each other and how suspicious they are. In other words, the more often they ask or give advice the more suspicious they are. Finally, meeting for lunch makes MPs less suspicious about the motives of journalists but this effect doesn’t seem to work the other way around. Interestingly journalists that have lunch more often with MPs are not significantly less suspicious about how politicians work. We will further elaborate on this finding in our conclusion.

**Conclusion**

Over time many authors have studied the intriguing relationship between politicians and journalists. They did so from different angels and perspectives, all trying
to clarify the potential impact of this intimate dance on law making and/or news making. This study has contributed to this research tradition by using a different, more comparative approach that resulted in mainly two relevant insights.

A first interesting finding is related to the significant country differences. Although we compared the informality of the relationship between three democratic corporatist countries, with a similar political media system, the results showed significant variation between the three cases. Especially, the Swedish politicians and journalists opt less for a close informal way of interaction and keep more distance compared to their Belgian colleagues, with the Norwegians holding a middle position. It seems that in Sweden the main actors in the political communication process are more cautious of establishing personal relationships, or put differently, keep the distinction between professional and personal interaction at a higher level. We believe this difference is mainly caused by the more professionalised relationship between journalists and MPs in Sweden, with more spokespeople mediating the relationship. We are aware of the fact that these are not the only plausible explanations for this difference, but hope we have made a first attempt to incorporate more specific “political communication” variables in comparative political communication studies.

A second, somewhat counterintuitive, finding of this study is related to the consequences of the informality of the interaction for the (lack of) trust in the relationship. Following Nimmo (1964) we expected that the more informal the relationship is, the less suspicion there would be towards the other group. This has proven to be hardly the case. Only one of the four indicators (lunch meetings) contributed to a more trustworthy view of the other side, and this was only so for the perceptions of politicians. In most cases there was no significant effect, or even a reverse effect (asking/giving advice). These results seem to show that love and hate can go hand in hand. Although politicians and journalists frequently interact informal and in some cases even become friends, this has little or no correlation with the deep-rooted suspicion that characterises the relationship. Politicians are forced to work together and are aware of the mutual benefits. Often they enjoy the personal attention from the “other side” but at the same time there are strong doubts whether one can really trust the other. Put in terms of Nimmo’s model: A cooperative way of interaction can go together with a rather distrustful, competitive perception of the relationship (see also Kumar and Jones, 2005).

The more normative question is whether this finding is troublesome. We believe it is not. Politicians and journalists have different, partly conflicting, roles to play in society. Journalists need to be “close” to politicians to understand what is going on and to inform the public. At the same time they should control policy makers and critically examine the political process. It would be more worrying if the informal interactions made journalists “easy-going” and less critical. The same can be said for politicians who need journalist to reach out to the public, but would be naïve if they thought journalists are the perfect channel to get their message across. Politicians should still try to reach out to voters directly without journalistic mediation. This being said, there is probably a limit to the degree of mistrust that can be considered healthy before mutual benefits become mutual drawbacks. But until that level is reached politicians and journalists seem to cope well with their rather “schizophrenic” relationship between trust and suspicion.
Without doubt further research is needed to fully understand the antecedents of the relationship between politicians and journalists as central actors in our democracy. We see particularly two lines of research worth pursuing. First, more comparative research is needed, including countries from other political media systems to better understand the value and interaction of structural features on the one hand and more specific features related to the political communication culture in a certain country on the other. Second, we need to know more about the consequences of this relationship for both news making and law making. This would mean combining survey and in-depth-interview data with a content analysis of news coverage and parliamentary debates and initiatives.

Notes:

1. Gans (1979) was the first to use this metaphor, but since then it has been used repeatedly as an introduction to studies in political agenda-setting and journalist – source relations (see among others Bartels 1996; Strömback and Nord 2006; Reich 2006).

2. The most enriching part of the Sigal’s classical work on the “special relationship” between US reporters and officials is when the author (briefly) shows how it differs from the British press-government relation (1973, 131-133).

3. For a similar line of reasoning about (comparative) politics in general see Helmke and Levitsky 2004.

4. In 2007, newspaper sales per 1,000 adult citizens were about 601 in Norway, 466 in Sweden, and 173 in Belgium (World Press Trends, 2008).

5. The Belgian survey was only conducted in the Dutch speaking part of the country (Flanders), containing 60 percent of the population.

6. The surveys in the three countries were coordinated by: by Michiel Nuytemans, Stefaan Walgrave, and Peter Van Aelst (University of Antwerp) in Belgium; Toril Aalberg and Ann Iren Jamtly (Norwegian University of Science and Technology) in Norway; and Jesper Strömbäck and Adam Shehata (Mid Sweden University) in Sweden.

7. Although the four variables are all positively correlated to each other, these correlations are not strong enough to create a reliable index of informality. Factor analysis confirm that they all load on one dimension (between .56 and .73) but they receive a rather low Cronbach’s alpha of 0.55. The strongest relationship is found between having friends and asking or giving advice. The weakest relationship is between the variable measuring the exchange of personal mobile phone numbers and the other variables. Excluding the variable with the weakest correlation does not improve Cronbach’s alpha sufficiently.

8. The frequency of having lunch was only significant different (Chi-square) between MPs and journalists in Belgium, exchanging phone numbers was significant different in Belgium and Sweden, and asking/giving advice was in non of the three countries significant.

9. While our dependent variables are not prefectly linear, we also ran ordinal regression analysis showing very similar results. Therefore we feel conficent to present the OLS regression analysis, which is much easier to interpret.

10. We checked for several alternative explanations such as the overall culture of interaction in the different countries or the level of professionalisation of the journalistic profession. However, none of these factors provided a solid explanation.
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